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INDOOR MAPPING FOR 3D GIS 
USING ZEB1 LASER SCANNER. 

 

The ZEB1 is a powerful, and easy to use hand-held laser scanner and mobile mapping solution. The 

scanner uses Simultaneous Localization and Mapping technology for recording point clouds. As this 

technology employs an Inertial Measurements Unit for localization, no Global Positioning System sensor 

is needed. A perfect solution for mapping indoors where no satellite signals are available.   

To employ the scanner at its full potential, ideas were developed to use the scanned data in a GIS 

environment. The powerful tools and processing capabilities of GIS systems in cooperation with the 

cutting edge technology and mobility of the scanner is believed to deliver feasible solutions for indoor 

mapping.    

The main idea was to extend the functionality of the scanner by providing an efficient and user friendly 

tool for georeferencing, registering and mapping data of indoor areas. Python was employed to develop 

the tool for its ease of use and implementation in ArcGIS. 

Involving spherical targets and locating them in the scan area will be the main player in many of the 

following processes. These targets play the main role as control points for georeferencing and 

registration process.When it comes to the ZEB1, a solution should be considered in order to deal 

with the scanner’s low accuracy of 3cm and that is where Random Sample Consensus algorithm will take 

place.After scanning an area ,a comma separated file is generated automatically which contains the 

centers of the detected spheres using CloudCompare software and RANSAC implementation.   

The developed python tool uses the locally detected spheres centers alongside with the total station 

measured locations and the point cloud for georeferencing. The tool extracts layers from the point cloud 

by differentiating between floor, ceiling and walls points according to their distance from the spheres 

with a defined threshold and thickness. The resultant points are aggregated later into polygons to from 

the first footprint of the scanned area. By erasing the walls polygons from the footprint polygon, rooms 

are obtained.   

To obtain height information for each room, a spatial join is performed between the rooms polygons and 

the ceiling points to average the height values from the scanned data.   

The results are exported in a georefernced database with the corresponding coordinate system and an 

ASCII file as well. At the end, by importing the polygons in ArcSCENE to extrude based on height field, a 

3D model is constructed. 

To sum up, the following objectives are achieved in this research scope:   

 An ArcGIS tool and model to handle the large point cloud data files.  

 Efficiently georeference and register point clouds with few clicks.   

 Extract ceiling and floor layers from scanned areas. 

 Construct polygons and 3D model of the scanned areas with height of each room. 

 Assessing the accuracy through an automatically created errors and residuals report. 


